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Abi Ramanan
Global Shapers Community Foundation Board Member, San Francisco Hub
Abi Ramanan is the CEO and Co founder of ImpactVision, a machine learning company applying hyperspectral imaging
technology to food supply chains to reduce waste, prevent product recalls and deliver consistent quality to consumers. Abi
previously founded two food social enterprises in London, Papi’s Pickles and DayOld, which create employment for
migrant and refugee women and address food waste and child hunger, and also worked as a campaigner at the Fairtrade
Foundation, Oxfam GB and Sustain: the alliance for better food & farming. In addition, Abi is a World Economic Forum
Global Shaper (and was a Co-chair of AMNC 2018), an MIT Innovators Under 35 Europe Awardee and a Unilever Young
Entrepreneur Awardee.

Ahmed Samara
Global Shaper, Muscat Hub, Oman
Ahmed Samara is the Co-founder and CEO of Tuful LLC, a company that specializes in the construction of structural steel
warehouses and fire resistant coatings. He previously worked at Veolia Water Solutions constructing the facility serving the
BP Khazzan gas plant in Oman. Ahmed has developed a passion for using 3D printing and advanced materials in the
construction field and aims to study how this technological advancement will transform and industrialize the construction
industry in the MENA region. Ahmed holds a Project Management Professional credential from the Project Management
Institute and a Bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering from The American University of Sharjah.

Akira Sakano
Global Shapers Community Foundation Board Member, Osaka Hub
Bachelor’s in Policy Studies. Experience in various management roles in both non-profits and corporates in Japan,
Mongolia and the Philippines. In 2014, moved to Kamikatsu, the first municipality declaring the zero waste ambition in
Japan and joined the Zero Waste Academy. Currently serve as the Chair of the Board of the Directors, Zero Waste
Academy, Japan. Delivers planning and implementation of zero waste policy services to local governments and
businesses, organizes the Zero Waste Accreditation system for businesses to brand efforts to achieve the zero waste goal,
and delivers more than 100 sessions/lectures annually to advocate for zero waste practices. Global Shaper, World
Economic Forum. Co-Chair of the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2019.

Alena Fargere
Global Shaper, Paris Hub, France
Passionate about climate change mitigation, Alena is an Energy Transition Economist, Renewable Gas Investor and
Hydrogen Energy Expert. Since 2012 she accelerates the Energy Transition by developing economic, policy and financial
tools with the global objective to abate 6 Gt of CO2 annually, create 30 m jobs, and unlock the $2.5 tr hydrogen market by
2050. She works both as financial modelling innovator for low carbon infrastructure and renewable gas investments and
strategy consultant in hydrogen energy markets. With 6 years of industrial experience, Alena advises industries
and international organisations, such as the World Energy Council and the UN on sustainable energy, gas and mobility
pathways. Her contribution to the energy transition success has been recognised by the Forbes 30 under 30 list and the
Future Energy Leader nomination by the World Energy Council. Alena holds a PhD in Economics from Ecole
Polytechnique, France, and Master’s degrees both in Applied Mathematics from Moscow Institute of Physics and
Technology and in Public Policy from Ecole Polytechnique and Sciences Po Paris. Alena is a true Global Shapers
Community ambassador: founder and former curator of Paris Hub 2015-2017, she leads today projects to promote
gender equality in the workplace and women’s empowerment.

Amornthep Sachamuneewongse
Global Shaper, Bangkok Hub, Thailand
Sanju is an advocate of Mental Health and Mental Wellbeing. Having been through Depression and Schizophrenia himself,
Sanju understand the need for a more compassionate and empathetic world. He is currently developing an application
called Sati App. Sati App has 3 phases of development. The first phase is going to provide an “On Demand Listening”
services via a mobile application which hopes to help create an army of empathetic listeners and potentially reduce the
suicide rate by creating a safe space for people to share their feelings. The second phase is creating an online forum where
experts and people who suffer from Mental Health problems can share their own experience and help one another out.
The best experts for Mental Health are those who have lived through it. The third phase is developing an affordable and
accessible “tele-psychotherapy” clinic. We want people to be able to use mobile phones to make appointment and reach
out psychiatrist via mobile application. Base on personal experience, there is a 400% difference in treatment rate between
getting treatment at a Public Hospital vs Private Hospital, however a person will have to spend at least 4 - 5 hours more if
they go to a Public Hospital. We want to set a ceiling on treatment rates so that everyone is able to access and afford high
quality treatment.

Arlane Gordon-Bray
Global Shaper, Raleigh Hub, USA
Using her professional experience and platform as a Global Shaper, Arlane Gordon- Bray works with marginalized
communities to understand the risks with the Future of Work and how to exploit the opportunities. Arlane Gordon-Bray is
the Director of operations and project management for Burke IT consulting. She has over 10 years experience providing
strategy consulting and risk management for Defense, private industry, and non profits in the US and internationally. Arlane
holds a B.A. from Virginia Tech and MSPPM from Carnegie Mellon University as a Public Policy and International Affairs
Fellow.

Ashish Mohan
Global Shaper, Halifax Hub, Canada
Ashish Mohan is an Analyst at the Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) where he supports the Capital Markets function in
B2B engagements and leads U.S. compliance initiatives. He is also a World Economic Forum Global Shaper - former
Curator (Head) of the Halifax Hub and currently serving on the Global Shapers Advisory Council, under Governance &
Accountability. As a Global Shaper, he works at the local level to design and lead/co-lead workshops, small business
accelerators for entrepreneurs, newcomer initiatives in Canada, and other projects.

Basima Abdulrahman
Global Shapers Community Foundation Board Member, Alumna
Bachelor’s in Civil Engineering and Master’s in Structural Engineering. Over ten years of diverse civil engineering experience
focused on sustainable development in Iraq. Core expertise is in green building assessment tools and amplified strategies
that lead to enhanced building performance. Founder and Chief Executive Officer of the first local initiative established to
introduce the concept of green design and construction to Iraq, called KESK. Aim is to make sure that current
development should not harm the interests of future generations through the integration of the triple bottom line concept:
people, planet and profit. Vision is to make Iraqi cities more sustainable, inclusive and economically productive by making
buildings and infrastructure healthy, environmentally responsible, and resource-efficient. Basima is a World Economic
Forum Global Shaper and Cultural Leader; TEDx speaker; Climate Trailblazer.

Beatrice Valentina Ortalizio
Global Shaper, Rome Hub, Italy
Beatrice Valentina Ortalizio - also known as only Valentina - is a cybersecurity professional working in Bip, the biggest
Italian-made consulting Company specialized in transforming the future of large and complex business realities. She has an
accademic background in International Relations and Security but she further specialized in cybersecurity and cybercrime.
She worked at the European Commission in the Security Directorate and she now deals with the implementation of the
European public policies on digital matters (i.e. GDPR, Cybersecurity Act, NIS Directive) and international standards on
cybersecurity (ISO 27001, NIST, CIS CSC, PCI DSS, PSD2). Her work as a consultant helps clients dealing with normative
compliance for the protection of critical infrastructures, providing a great load of enthusiam and professionalism. She is
strongly passionate about new technology, role of women in the security industry and South East Asia.

Brittany Singh Williams
Global Shaper, Kingston Hub, Jamaica
Brittany Singh Williams is a passionate Educator who gets excited about sharing and executing innovative practices that
showcase the transformational capacity of the education system, both in Jamaica and the Caribbean. Brittany is the
Founder of Spark Education; a learning ecosystem that creates and curates new and diverse learning opportunities and
pathways that prepare children to meet 21st Century challenges beyond literacy and numeracy. Her team get’s excited
about helping students approach complex challenges while developing their character qualities as they experience
changing environments. Brittany has served as an Advisor in the Ministry of Education, Youth and Information and as the
Executive Director of the C.B. Facey Foundation; the charitable are of Pan-Jam Investment Limited. Brittany holds
bachelors in Elementary Education with a minor in Special Education from Loyola University of Maryland and a Master of
Science in Global Education at Drexel University.

Carolina Bigonha
Global Shaper, Belo Horizonte Hub, Brazil
Experienced entrepreneur with a demonstrated history of working in the artificial intelligence industry. Skilled in Product
Management, Computer Science and Data Science. Carolina is co-founder of Hekima, a technology company focused on
Artificial Intelligence solutions that has supported more than 100 organizations in data-driven decision making. She is an
active member of the Global Shapers Community and was curator of Belo Horizonte Hub for 2018/2019. Carolina is now
Director of Product Management at Eureca and is applying technology to education & selection processes for connecting
young people to their ideal first job opportunity.

Chinenye Monde-Anumihe
Global Shaper, Lagos Hub, Nigeria
Chinenye Monde-Anumihe, LL.M. has built a career weaving the fields of international relations and human rights with
business and development. She has years of international experience working in anglophone and francophone Africa,
Europe, and the United States for business, government and non-profit organizations engaging C and D-level executives,
Heads of State and senior government officials. She is an SDG 17 (Partnerships for Development) advocate with a passion
for building and strengthening public-private-partnerships to solve Africa’s most pressing challenges. Since 2014, she has
worked extensively with executive management in several of West Africa’s largest business, oil & gas, telecommunications,
production and manufacturing conglomerates in capacities ranging from consulting and stakeholder engagement, to
risk management, business development, and asset management providing strategy, negotiation, consensus-building,
research, project coordination and implementation support. Chinenye is a member of the Global Shapers Lagos Hub
Governing Council and also currently serves as Head of Partnerships and Fundraising on the Project Management
Committee for SHAPE Africa 2020. Her responsibilities include securing long-term strategic partnerships and sponsorships
for the Hub for both SHAPE Africa 2020 and beyond. Her passion since she served as Vice Curator 2018/2019 remains
unrelenting and she is unequivocally committed to advancing the Global Shapers 2021 areas of impact, specifically Equity
and Inclusion.

Claudiu Leverenz
Global Shaper, Munich Hub, Germany
Claudiu Leverenz founded Munevo in 2018 after his studies at TU Munich. Munevo empowers people with disabilities
by using new and innovative technologies. People that are impaired by diseases like ALS, multiple sclerosis, muscular
dystrophy, etc. or accidents (spinal cord injuries) might not be able to move or are limited in their legs and hands. With
Munevo DRIVE they can now steer their wheelchair just by using their head movements. Beginning of 2017 he has been
nominated on Forbes „30 under 30 Europe“ list in the category Science & Healthcare. Since 2018 he has joined the Global
Shapers Munich, an initiative by the World Economic Forum, to support social projects.

Craig Francourt
Global Shaper, Victoria Hub, Seychelles
Craig is a youth engagement specialist who has worked across a range of educational settings in the U.K and Seychelles.
He has worked in secondary education supporting students with Special Educational Needs and in post-16 education,
where he mentored ‘at-risk’ and vulnerable students. Craig has also worked in the charity sector, where he managed youth
programmes for a national youth leadership charity in the United Kingdom. These programmes included a youth
democratic engagement project aimed to increase youth voter registration, and the UK Government’s flagship youth
engagement programme - the National Citizen Service - for 16 and 17 year olds. Craig is passionate about youth civic
participation, and specialises in designing programmes that engage young people in local volunteering, communities and
the democratic process. Craig moved to his native country of the Seychelles in 2016, where he works as a consultant
specialising in youth engagement, social media management and campaigning skills. He is the co-founder of an active
citizenship media initiative called ‘SeyIT.tv’, which uses Facebook and videos to gather representative and diverse
human interest stories in the Seychelles. He graduated in 2010 with a degree in Politics from the University of Durham
in the UK. Craig joined Global Shapers as a hub member in January 2017. During this time, he has served as the hub’s
Communications Officer (2017-18) and the hub’s Curator (2018-19).

Fatima Azzahra El Azzouzi
Global Shaper, Casablanca Hub, Morocco
Mental Health Advocate and Co-Chair of Equity & Inclusion at the governing body of Global Shapers, Fatima
is a Security Engineer at Microsoft where she is a Subject Matter Expert in Information Protection. She co-led
a Global Mental Health campaign in 2018 by Shapers, featuring testimonial videos from 20 cities in 6
languages. She leads a Global Peer Counseling initiative by Shapers for those who cannot afford professional
psychology support. She holds a M.Sc. in Control Engineering (Colorado School of Mines, USA) & a B.Sc. in
Computer Science (Al Akhawayn University, Morocco), both with a full scholarship. She is a Board of
Trustees’ member at Al Akhawayn Alumni Association, and held leadership positions at IEEE & the Society of
Women Engineers. She served as the Curator of the Global Shapers Casablanca hub for the 2018-2019
term.

Gevorg Mantashyan
Global Shaper, Dilijan Hub, Armenia
BA in Economics and MA in Management, Yerevan State University; PhD in Economics, Moscow State University. Has
accumulated valuable practical skills by working in the financial industries of Armenia and Russia, establishing broad
professional and social networks. Currently he is Senior Development Strategy Expert for the office of the Prime-Minister of
Armenia, where he is in charge to create new Transformational Strategy of Armenia. Previously was special assistant on
Development Strategy of the Head of the State Revenue Committee of Republic Of Armenia and the Development Strategy
Expert at the Center for Strategic Initiatives of the Government of Armenia. He was SDG Liaison for the National SDG
Innovation Lab, which was shared initiative of UNDP and Government of Armenia. He is a Climate Reality Leader and
member of Impact Hub Yerevan. He mentors social entrepreneurs to help them achieve their enterprise goals and reach
expected impact. Founding curator of Dilijan hub and Co-Founder of “Intercultured” an educational exchange programme
for students in Eurasia. Interests: reading; the Olympic Games; travelling.

Holly Syrett
Global Shaper, Amsterdam Hub, Netherlands
Through my role as Transparency Manager at the Sustainable Apparel Coalition, I aim to increase transparency throughout
the apparel value chain, to identify and act upon opportunities for improvement and to empower consumers/citizens to
make informed purchasing decisions on basis of trusted sustainability information. At a young age I became interested in
contributing to a better world and visited Uganda, while at secondary school raising €25.000,- for Ugandan educational
projects. Over the years, my ambition merged with my personal interest and area of expertise: fashion. Since my first
position working for Amsterdam Fashion Week and the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture to develop a competition around
fashion and biodiversity, a red thread through my work occurred: the realisation of work projects that enable more
informed and more sustainable decision-making in relation to fashion. Examples of which include a sustainable fashion
manual for designers, transparency workshops for manufacturers, exhibitions and websites. At the Sustainable Apparel
Coalition, I have to opportunity to work at scale, developing and facilitating transparency initiatives that will accelerate the
must needed sustainable fashion revolution.

Humzah Yazdani
Global Shaper, Islamabad Hub, Pakistan
Humzah Q. Yazdani is a 2019-2020 MD Anderson Research Fellow at the Institute for Transnational Law where he is
working closely with the Director of the Institute to conduct research on matters pertaining to international and comparative
law. Additionally, Humzah is pursuing his masters at The University of Texas School of Law in Global Energy, International
Arbitration and Environmental Law on a Fulbright scholarship awarded by the US Department of State. After earning his
Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) from the University of London in 2011, Humzah qualified as a barrister from England & Wales
in 2012. Since then, Humzah has practiced law in the areas of commercial, projects and transactional law a focus on
the energy sector. Humzah’s diverse experiences have ranged from working at Legal500 law firms, where he worked
on multiple projects, including wind, solar and natural gas power plants. Humzah also worked at a USAID project, as a
consultant, where he assisted the Government of Pakistan in formulating, and drafting amendments to, Pakistan energy
sector’s policy and regulatory framework. His most recent engagement was with a government startup, Pakistan LNG
Limited, which was tasked to set up the LNG infrastructure and supply chain in the country. Going forward, Humzah
intends to work on transitioning to clean energy in a manner that not only meets the global burgeoning energy demand but
also substantially reduces the global carbon emissions.

Jorge Alejandro Garcia Ramirez
Global Shaper, Manizales Hub, Colombia

Jorge Alejandro is a Medical Doctor and social entrepreneur from Colombia. After his medical degree at University of
Caldas, he co-founded BIVE in 2012, (www.bive.co), a social business facilitating access to timely, high quality and
affordable healthcare services to middle and low income rural families in Colombia. He was the CEO for 5 years and
he is now member of the board of founders and health advisor. To-date he advises Bive on how to increase the depth and
breadth of its health projects and business model. Jorge is passionate about the fields of public health, social
entrepreneurship, preventive and community medicine and technology. He also has previous experience as university
professor and public health researcher. He is an active global shaper from Manizales Hub

Joseph Okello Maurice
Global Shaper, Kakuma Hub, Kenya
A person who is committed to telling of the human story from the refugee perspective and fighting towards
shaping the narrative coastline and making Kakuma Refugee Camp the place we have always desired it to
be. "I want to leave Kakuma a better place than I found it."

Juan Jose Pocaterra
Global Shapers Community Foundation Board Member, Caracas Hub
Economist & Lawyer, Tech Entrepreneur focused on Smart Cities and Urban Development. Co-founder and CEO of Vikua,
recognized by Forbes Magazine as one of the Top 30 Most Promising Companies of Latin America. Vikua is dedicated to
developing IoT, AI, Big Data solutions to achieve smarter cities in the emerging world. Its URBO integrated silo-less platform
(urbo.vikua.com) allows cities to automate and remotely operate urban services in the areas of traffic, public transportation,
waste management, public works, public lighting and environmental risks. He is a member of the Global Future Council on
Entrepreneurship; Young Global Leaders 2018 Cohort; Global Shaper Alumni of the Caracas Hub; Venezuelan
representative to the White House Emerging Entrepreneurs Initiative & the 2018 Global Entrepreneurship Summit in
Hyderabad, India; and Member & Board of Directors of the Young Entrepreneurs Association of Venezuela (AJE).

Juan Mauricio Garcia Villanueva
Global Shaper, Tucuman Hub, Argentina
Mauricio Villanueva is Leader of NorOesteArgentino B Community of Sistema B Argentina, Founder ViceCurator of Global
Shapers Community Hub Tucumán. Advisor in the Honorable Chamber of Deputies of the Nation. Consultant in leadership
and coaching. He was also Founder and President of Junior Chamber International Tucumán (Best New Organization of
America 2016), Director of numerous social projects awarded locally and nationally. In 2018, he was awarded the San
Francisco de Asis Prize for his contribution to environmental care. Recently he started his company Buró Coworking.

Judy Oh
Global Shaper, Atlanta Hub, USA
Judy Oh is a strategist helping businesses harness the power of purpose to drive positive impact. As a Director of Strategy
at BrightHouse, a BCG company, Judy works with some of the world’s largest organizations to lead purpose-driven culture
transformation, strategy alignment, and brand activations. Prior to BrightHouse, Judy worked as a Senior Consultant
for Triage Consulting Group, where she provided finance, operations, and strategy consulting to Fortune 500 healthcare
systems. Judy is also the co-founder of Kollaboration Atlanta, a chapter of a global non-profit that seeks to discover,
empower, and connect Asian American performance artists to promote diverse representation in mainstream media.
For seven years, she served as Associate Director, building the organization from the ground up and growing a tight-knit
community around its mission of empowering the community through the performing arts. Judy received her BBA from
Goizueta Business School at Emory University with a double concentration in Organization & Management and Analytic
Consulting.

Karolina Eklöw
Global Shaper, Stockholm Hub, Sweden
Karolina is engaged in the topics of international policy, security, climate and diplomacy. She is the Vice Curator of the
Stockholm Hub and is a regional member of the Climate and Environment Action Steering Committee at Global Shapers. In
the Stockholm Hub she leads the project ‘Shaping Climate Policies’ that aims to scrutinise climate policies in organisations,
companies and institutions. Employed at SIPRI Karolina is situated between academia and policy, where the interpretation
of scientific findings to decision-making is at heart. Her research focuses on institutional responses to climate-related
security risks. She is also a Future Thinker for the think tank Global Utmaning (Global Challenges) in Stockholm, advising
the Council for Economy and Governance. In sum, her engagements are catalysing cooperation between domains,
generations and institutions for the sake of holistic sustainability.

Khalid Alkhudair
Global Shapers Community Foundation Board Member, Alumnus
Khalid’ s current role is the Executive Vice President and head of Communication & Customer Experience at Riyad Bank,
Young Global Leader at World Economic Forum and the Founder of Glowork, an employment organization that has created
thousands of jobs for women and placed over 33,000 women thus far. He is the first Saudi Ashoka Fellow and an
Endeavor Entrepreneur. Previously at the age of only 28, he held the role of Chief Operating Officer- Markets at KPMG in
Saudi, Kuwait, and Jordan. In 2013 Khalid led Glow Group to an investment to expand its current operations into different
verticals and has led it from being a startup to a well-established business with over 120 employees.

Lais Leao
Global Shaper, Curitiba Hub, Brazil
Laís Leão is the President & Founder of inCities, a Network for Inclusive Cities based in Curitiba – Brazil that aims to
support and articulate people and initiatives in favor of more inclusive and safer cities for women in Latin America. Laís is an
Architect and Urban Planner specialised in Public Administration, Inclusive Urban Spaces & Gender Activist, Speaker and
Consultant. Through her personal work and also through inCities, Laís raises awareness for gender urban insecurity in Latin
America, supports and articulates projects to promote safer and more inclusive cities, collaborates with researchers to
collect data and develop indicators about urban and gender insecurity, and also advocates with public governments to
create gender inclusive public policies on cities development. In less than a year of existence, inCities already mobilised
more than 130 volunteers from 36 Brazilian cities, around 1500 people onsite activities and more than 20 thousand people
through online campaigns. In addition, Laís is a World Economic Forum Global Shaper and Member of the GS Equity and
Inclusion Steering Committee, Young Leader for the European Development Days 2018, member of the Global Youth
Advisory Board for Viacom’s Generation Change Program and Generation Glamour - People in Action Awardee.

Lin Jun
Global Shaper, Beijing II Hub, People’s Republic of China
Jun Lin is in charge of Business Development and Business Intelligence at 17EdTech (www.17zuoye.com), an education
technology unicorn company for K12 students in China. It now serves over 83 million active users with digitalized
homework and personalized study materials. Jun has extensive experience with China market expansion, partnership
strategies, innovative business models as well as late-stage fundraising, she has built her own EdTech research platform
EdTechChina.com. Jun receives her education from the London School of Economics and has prior experience in
management consulting and building startups of her own. Jun is actively engaged in local startup and volunteering
communities. She co-founded TLC in year 2014, bringing single alumni from world-renowned universities/business school
together; TLC now has 3,000+ active members. She is also the co-founder of One Percent China, a bridge between
charity organizations and potential volunteers.

Liz Rebecca Alarcon
Global Shaper, Miami Hub, USA
Liz Rebecca the professional is best defined in three verticals: Communicator. Latinamericanist. Social Entrepreneur. These
three “labels” are the aftermath of the explorations of her 20s, during which a slew of titles graced her resume including:
director of strategic partnerships (for The Children’s Movement of Florida), producer and reporter (for Univision), fellowship
director (for the Millennium Campus Network), debate teacher (for Archimedean Upper Conservatory) and research analyst
(for Bendixen & Amandi International). Add to these professional pursuits a penchant for service, which she channeled
through student government in high school, a nine-year stint competing, volunteering, coaching, and Secretary-Generaling
on the Model United Nations circuit, student activism during college, leading the Latin American Graduate Organization
while pursuing her Master’s, and as Curator for the Miami Global Shapers Hub.

Luis Antonio Ramirez Garcia
Global Shaper, Guadalajara Hub, Mexico
Luis Ramirez is the CEO and founder of Sin Planeta B, an NGO that provides climate change education for children in
Mexico; as well as promotes climate change research at a local level. He is a member of Jalisco’s Citizen Management
Water Observatory. Luis is a researcher and professor at the Mexican National Technology Mario Molina Tamazula. He has
also worked as Environment and Trade Facilitation assistant at the Permanent Mission of Mexico to the WTO. In addition,
Luis possess a master’s degree in Environment, Development and Policy by the University of Sussex and won the
Environmental Merit Prize 2019.

Maralmaa Munkh Achit
Global Shaper, Ulaanbaatar Hub, Mongolia
Maralmaa works as a Programs Coordinator at Zorig Foundation, a prominent local non-profit organization in Mongolia
aiming to advance youth and education, community development and good governance. As a Program Coordinator,
Maralmaa designs and innovates capacity building programs to fill the existing gaps in society. She shifted the foundation’s
focus to serve marginalized and underserved communities and is now working to tackle youth unemployment in Mongolia.
Prior to joining the foundation, she worked as a Chief Marketing Officer for The New Media Group, consulting local
and international clients on marketing campaigns and strategy. Maralmaa has a degree in Business Management and
Communications. Aside from her professional duties, Maralmaa is actively involved in Global Shapers Ulaanbaatar Hub and
serves on the board of Young Professional Group-Mongolia Chapter.

Marc Olivier Enoh Tonye
Global Shaper, Yaoundé Hub, Cameroon
Marc Olivier is a seasoned public finance official with 6 years of Professional experience in Development Finance in Africa,
promoting sustainable economic growth, regional value chains employment and inclusion. In his capacity as Head of Risk
Management at the Debt Management Agency of Cameroon, he has stuctured and negotiated loans of over USD 4 billion
to finance high impact development projects in the oïl&gas, energy, télécommunications, road, water and health sectors
in Cameroon. Through this experience, Marc has garnered skills in international negotiations and persuasion stratégies
in Financial markets in China, India, USA, UK, France, Spain as well as multilateral agencies like the African Development
Bank, the IMF and the World Bank. He specializes in Export Credit Structured finance, Public Private Partnerships as well
as EPC structurings. Furthermore, Marc Olivier is in charge of assessing, monotoring and hedging Financial risks affecting
Cameroon’s sovereign debt portfolio of about USD 13 billion, with a focus on foreign exchange risks, interest rate risks ,
refinancing risks and contingent liabilities of State owned enterprises. As the first person ever appointed to this position,
Marc Olivier has been tasked with designing and proposing a comprehensive risk management Framework for Cameroon’s
external debt. Additionally, Marc Olivier has a passion for sports and outdoors and is an avid mountaineer. Since 2017, he
co-founded a tourism company in Cameroon called Volcanic Spirit that offers guided tours of Mount Cameroon and other
eco-touristic sites in Cameroon, thereby creating employment and a source of income of local communities.

Muhammed Fazeel
Global Shaper, Los Angeles Hub, USA
Muhammed Fazeel is the CEO and Founder of Benecure, a digital health company that helps its users manage chronic
conditions using smart devices. The service is currently used in multiple states across the US. Previously, he founded
an educational startup and has worked in product management for several companies serving 40M+ users per month.
Muhammed is also the founder of M+, where he documents the story of Muslims using local cuisines to highlight diversity.
His work has been featured in Forbes, Chicago Tribune among others. Additionally, he has spoken at the American Heart
Association Scientific Sessions, TEDxIIT, World Islamic Economic and Finance Forum, the American Islamic and Economic
Finance Conference, North American Professionals & Entrepreneurs Council Conference, and several university forums. He
is also an American Muslim Storyteller grant holder. Muhammed is passionate about food, highlighting diversity and helping
folks solve challenging problems that affect large segments of the population. He is a proud Global Shaper and the curator
for Los Angeles 2019-2020.

Naeem Dalal
Global Shaper, Lusaka Hub, Zambia
With the experience that Naeem Dalal has gathered from his time in his practice at the University Teaching Hospitals in
Lusaka Zambia, he believes that things that make people sick and unhealthy are factors that happen even before they seek
a health care provider. Naeem is a qualified medical doctor currently pursuing a Masters of medicine degree in psychiatry.
He enjoys exploring issues beyond the boundaries of conventional health care and focuses on preventive health. He uses
journalism and community outreach to teach the art of not needing medicine. Naeem couples his passion and skills to
mentor, deliver leadership talks and promote psychological resilience among youth in the Lusaka Global Shapers Hub.
Naeem often features on national TV and media programs to advocate and empower individuals to solve their own
challenges rather than waiting for solutions. He has equated his passion to propel his career in preventive health to create
an impact in his community.

Neel Tamhane
Global Shaper, Dhaka Hub, Bangladesh
Neel is currently the solar project lead at SPACE10 (IKEA supported independent research & design lab). At SPACE10,
Neel is responsible for identifying opportunities for how solar energy can become a key enabler for communities with
limited means to improve their everyday life at home. Additionally, Neel is responsible for exploring how IKEA could lead
democratisation of clean energy globally, by researching and designing new solutions that enable many more people to
harness the power of the sun. Having worked and interacted with various renewable energy social enterprises that work
in energy access space in South Asia this role has to lead him to work on establishing over 178 renewable energy based
mini-grids across India with a total installed capacity of 7 MW. This directly impacted over 80,000 individuals, 5500 shops
and 1300 micro-enterprises. These mini-grids also converted 150 telecommunications towers from diesel to renewable
energy based operation. Subsequently, Neel led the product development, design and implementation of the world’s first
peer-to-peer energy trading platform for decentralized renewable energy systems which is deemed to be the future of
energy utilities globally. The platform in Bangladesh has already impacted over 15,000 lives and has enabled users to step
up to tier 3 and 4 in the multi-tier framework for energy access (defined by the World Bank). More than 20,000 nanogrids
are expected to be operational by the end of 2030, which are expected to supply more than 1,000,000 customers in
Bangladesh, including integrating with the national grid

Nita Shala
Global Shaper, Tirana Hub, Albania
Nita Shala is the Executive Director of YSAH, a non-profit promoting economic and social policies in Albania. Nita is also an
academic, teaching Law at the Faculty of Law, University of Prishtina and legal consultant for an EU-funded project lead by
the Italian Ministry of Interior assisting the Albanian General Prosecution Office in better prosecution of corruption and
organized crime. She is Founding Curator of the Global Shapers Community in Tirana and serves as Global Dignity Country
Chair for Albania and Kosovo. Nita has extensive work experience on issues of international law, human rights law and
criminal law and socio-legal studies - having worked as advisor to the Albanian Ambassador to the United Nations Office in
Geneva and to the Minister of Interior in Albania; as well as in the quality of legal consultant for the World Bank, OSCE,
UNODC and the ad hoc Criminal Tribunal for former Yugoslavia. She holds a PhD in Law from the Graduate Institute of
International and Development Studies in Geneva; and is alumna of St Hildas College, University of Oxford and Harvard
Kennedy School.

Omnia Zaied
Global Shaper, Cairo Hub, Egypt
Omnia Zaied is the Deputy CEO of Venus Media & PR, a leading media company in the Middle East. Working her way up
from an intern, in 2012 she became the Deputy Editor of Enigma Magazine, the region’s leading English language lifestyle
magazine, at the age of 25. Thanks to her hard work and determination the magazine survived the financial and political
obstacles that came with the Egyptian revolution and even helped launch other projects such as the Enigma Shopping
online portal and Enigma Talent Management. Throughout her career Omnia interviewed a large number of regional
celebrities and power players such as H.E. Minister Lubna Al Qassimi and actress Yousra. She also played a major role in
the organization of high profile appearances and events that brought names such as Richard Branson, President Jimmy
Carter, and Kylie Minogue to Egypt. Her efforts also led to the company’s expansion by hosting high profile events in Los
Angeles and London. Omnia was born and raised in Cairo, Egypt. After Graduating with a Bachelor’s Degree in the English
Department from Ain Shams University in 2008, Omnia went on to study for her Master’s Degree in Journalism and Mass
Communication at The American University in Cairo. She joined the Cairo Hub in 2015 and is currently the Curator of the
Hub.

Paras Parekh
Global Shaper, Nagpur Hub, India
Paras Parekh is a Consultant (policy design, monitoring & evaluation) at NITI Aayog, a Govt. of India institution working
towards catalyzing sustainable development & fostering competitive cooperative federalism. Previously, he co-founded
a social enterprise to up skill young graduates across semi-urban & rural communities and has worked extensively in the
automobile sector. Being able to facilitate grass-root economic development is what he considers his biggest success.
With Nagpur hub, he lead projects on climate literacy, menstrual hygiene and green urban mobility. His project - Shades of
Blue - is one of the biggest climate literacy drives in India, where 10,000 high school students receive climate education.
Paras is an MBA from IIM Shillong and an alumnus of University of London. He is a Reserve Bank of India Young Scholar
and CRISIL Young thought Leader award winner. He also received the Climate Reality Leadership certificate in recognition
of his ongoing work on climate action.

Regina Bonifasi
Global Shaper, Guatemala City Hub, Guatemala
Regina is board director and member of the founding team of Soar, a program that connects the potential of each human
being with the creation of value in an abundant and exponential world. She works with companies and the education
sector to help change the mindset and collaboration within teams and technologies through artistic principles of curiosity,
empathy and creativity. A human potential student that strives to ignite her talents and others’ in every interaction. She fell
in love with the stage at a very early age and later pursued a BFA in Theatre Studies from Southern Methodist University,
where she found her passion for the collaborative process of performing arts. Throughout this journey she got the
opportunity to live abroad and experience different cultures which has played a big part in her curious mind to find more
ways to bring people together and explore the human psychodynamic. She is living her dream of changing the paradigms
of expression and the role it plays within society. She is the current Curator of the Guatemala City Hub and is inspired by
helping make the world a more conscious and humane place.

Roula Rbeiz
Global Shaper, Abu Dhabi Hub, United Arab Emirates
Roula Rbeiz is a Senior Manager with the Office of Strategic Affairs at the Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Court, providing
strategic advisory and cross-sectoral thought leadership. Formerly, Roula oversaw restructuring initiatives and coordinated
expansion plans at a fast-growing startup in the media industry. She was also a consultant with Booz & Company’s public
sector practice and worked on projects in the Arabian Gulf and North Africa. Roula holds an MBA from INSEAD, and a
Bachelor of Civil and Environmental Engineering from the American University of Beirut, with distinction. Roula is the coauthor of ‘Looking Ahead: The Sustainable Global Agenda’ (Thinkers 50, 2019), a book with a unique take on the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals.

Robyn Seetal
Global Shaper, Calgary Hub, Canada
Robyn is an independent, award winning, sustainability consultant and workshop facilitator. She combines her enterprise
risk management skill set, accounting background, and sustainability expertise to create shared value for organizations and
their stakeholders. She specializes in building strategies that consider environmental, social, and economic prosperity. Her
passion for nature led her to work with multi-disciplinary experts to devise innovations to manage Canada’s natural assets
and aims to propel Canada to a position of global leadership in natural capital management. She also serves on the Trans
Canada Trail board; an iconic organization that built the world’s longest recreational trail. Robyn's passion for building
compassionate and resilient communities led her to co-founder The Mindful Scholar, which develops mindfulness training
for children, and Local Investing YYC; an investment cooperative that supports enterprises that have a triple bottom line.
Robyn serves as the Co-Chair of the Global Shaper Climate Change and Sustainability Steering Committee and as the
Climate Action Co-Lead for the Calgary hub.

Saieshan Govinder
Global Shaper, Johannesburg Hub, South Africa
Saieshan Govinder is currently driving the digital job creation stream at the Youth Employment Service (YES). YES is a nonprofit, business-driven collaboration supported by the Presidency to create one million employment opportunities for
unemployed South African youth. YES was launched in March 2018 by President Cyril Ramaphosa. In this role, Saieshan is
responsible for finding and creating career pathways in the digital sector that unemployed youth can be placed into.
He is also involved in developing educational pathways to prepare these youth for the future of work through digital skills
training. At present, Saieshan has contributed towards creating work opportunities for over 27 000 unemployed South
African youth. Prior to joining YES, Saieshan was an analyst in Discovery’s Innovation Lab where he developed new health
and wellness programmes. Saieshan has vast experience in innovation and technology and is extremely passionate about
children, youth and education.

Samar Sikka
Global Shaper, Navi Mumbai Hub, India
Samar is an MBA candidate at Harvard Business School. His professional experience spans banking, filmmaking and
entrepreneurship. He produced Nanak Shah Fakir (NSF), a first-of-its-kind feature film on the life and teachings of Guru
Nanak, the founder of the Sikh faith. NSF was awarded three National awards including the Best Feature Film on National
Integration by the Hon’ble President of India. Samar has worked extensively with Academy award & Grammy award
winners in producing NSF, which has been critically acclaimed worldwide including at the Cannes, Los Angeles and Toronto
Film Festivals. Post NSF, Samar co-founded Arteree (pronounced Artery), a startup at the intersection of entertainment,
media & technology, focused on creating a global collaborative platform for the discovery & promotion of performing arts
and artists. Samar is the Founding Curator of the Navi Mumbai Hub of the Global Shapers Community, an initiative of the
World Economic Forum, and is working on using performing-art therapy to address Mental Health challenges in addition to
projects related to Climate Action and Gender Equity. He is passionate about gender equality and has been involved in
sparking critical conversations with Lean In India, the India chapter of Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean In movement, to promote
women empowerment, gender equity and HeForShe in the workplace. He is a keen technology & new media enthusiast
with a vision to pioneer community-driven learning models spanning the arts, education and technology.

Sho Hayashi
Global Shaper, Yokohama Hub, Japan
Sho is a business producer, project manager, and facilitator based in Japan. He aims to empower everyone in the society
to have entrepreneurial mindset and support their projects to make larger impact. He focus areas include: cross-border
business development / market entry for startups, multi-stakeholder policy coordination especially on environment and
sustainability and entrepreneur education for youths and senior citizens. In 2018 and 2019, he was assigned as Teaching
Fellow at Harvard Business School to facilitate its Immercive Field Course in Japan. He runs multiple projects related to
entrepreneurship and social innovation, including Bizjapan and EDGEof. Bizjapan is a non-profit organization that aims
to encourage entrepreneurship among youths in Japan. EDGEof is an 8-story incubation center at the center of Tokyo,
which produces joint innovative projects connecting startups, creators, and large corporations. Sho has Bachelor of Arts
(International Relations) and Master of Public Policy (Science, Technology and Innovation Governance) from the University
of Tokyo, Japan, and Master of Law from Peking University, China.

Shruthi Vijayakumar
Global Shaper, Auckland Hub, New Zealand
Shruthi Vijayakumar is a coach, strategist and educator from New Zealand. She is passionate about creating a world where
humanity lives in harmony with Nature and builds leadership and innovation capability to address our environmental crisis.
Shruthi is a Director of Emerge Institute through which she runs indigenous inspired innovation labs and fellowships. She
also runs her own business, Shruthi.co through which she coaches leaders and facilitates social innovation & leadership
development programmes with various clients across the world including Oxford University, INSEAD Business School,
Mars Inc., and the European Union. In former lives she was a management consultant with the Boston Consulting Group,
and managed a social enterprise accelerator. Shruthi is also part of the Sathya Sai International Organisation a humanitarian
and spiritual voluntary organisation active in 120+ countries, where she leads various spiritual based solutions to address
the environmental crisis, which have been recognised by the UN. Shruthi completed her MBA on the Global Shapers
Scholarship at Oxford University. She was a semi-finalist for the Young New Zealander of the Year Award, received the
Asian Women of Achievement Award in the UK and is a World Economic Forum Global Shaper.

Simon Pestano
Global Shaper, Caracas Hub, Venezuela
Simon Pestano is the Project Leader of Shapers4Venezuela, initiative of the Global Shapers Community that seeks to
raise awareness about the Venezuelan crisis and contribute to the Humanitarian Response and Migration/Refugee Plans
of United Nations towards Venezuelans. Founder & CEO of Fondo Ciudadano, a Venezuelan social entrepreneurship
that seeks to connect all the Venezuelan people in the most strong and must trusted digital community of solidarity
and collaboration to support projects that generate positive impact and system changes in Venezuela. Since 2012, is
a professor in the Monteavila University in Caracas, teaching sustainability & social responsibility, strategic planning,
leadership and project management, forming more than 600 people. Simon has worked in the corporate world as
Sustainability & Responsibility Manager at Diageo Venezuela and Sustainability Executive at Coca-Cola System of
Venezuela, developing projects in different cities and communities in all the country.

Sophia Hamblin Wang
Global Shaper, Canberra Hub, Australia
Sophia Hamblin Wang is an Australian climate change technology and social impact innovation specialist. She is the Chief
Operations Officer of Mineral Carbonation International, a technology platform that transforms CO2 into building materials
and other valuable industrial products. Sophia is also a Founding Director of CO2 Value Australia, an advocacy group for
technologies utilising CO2 into chemicals, fuels and minerals. A key part of her work is educating the public and policymakers that carbon dioxide is a resource that can be turned into value-added products, and that utilisation technologies
can make a significant impact to our climate change targets. Additionally, Sophia is a Member of the Australian Capital
Territory Climate Change Council, Lecturer at the University of Sydney Business School and was recently titled Resource
Innovator of the Year at the New Materials Summit in Berlin. As Curator of the Global Shapers Canberra Hub, Sophia also
engages in many local, national and international volunteer projects primarily focused on Climate Change, Sustainability,
Equity and Inclusion. Sophia is a 20-year active member of the Red Cross. Recently Sophia was a delegate from the UN
Youth Climate Change Summit in New York in September. In her spare time, Sophia is a runner, food lover and competitive
Rubik’s Cuber, with a personal best competition time of 34 seconds for a 3x3 Rubik’s Cube.

Srilekha Chakraborty
Global Shaper, Kolkata Hub, India
Srilekha is a Gender Rights Activist working with the tribal and marginalized communities in india. She is also a PhD scholar
working on understanding body and sexuality among tribal girls because she realized that how little are indigenous woman
and their stories prioritized in research and history. Her thesis prioritizes feminist ethnography and women’s stories from the
tribal heartland of India. Srilekha worked extensively in grassroots with community based organisations and her advocacy
has been around Gender, Mental Health, Menstrual Hygiene and Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights (SRHR) for the
indigenous in Jharkhand, one of the poorest states in India for the last 6 years. Srilekha contributed in sustainable
livelihood projects and legal aid programs with survivors of sex trafficking. She has been conducting research based
programs on maternal health, mental health, gender based violence, sex and sexuality and have run advocacy campaigns
on rights based approach and community health programs with tribes in Jharkhand. Her interest lies in conducting
workshops for youth and adolescents on life skills, feminism, gender and sexuality, trauma, resilience and interpersonal
relationships.

Tariq Al Olaimy
Global Shaper, Manama Hub, Bahrain
Tariq Al-Olaimy is co-founder of 3BL Associates, a people + planet strategy consultancy and Think-do-Tank, that was
established to accelerate global sustainable and regenerative development through collaboration. Based in Bahrain, Tariq
is recognized as a ‘Climate Trailblazer’ by the Global Climate Action Summit, and is an Expo 2020 Global Innovator. He is
also the first person from the MENA region to be recognized by GreenBiz and the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development, as one of their “30 under 30” leaders for breaking new ground in sustainability innovation. Through 3BL
Associates, Tariq has co-founded various initiatives, including ‘Diversity on Board’, which is a platform that brings greater
parity of gender and youth to advisory board positions in the MENA region; ‘Recipes for Wellbeing, which is an organization
that works towards shifting the culture of changemakers to include a focus on holistic wellbeing, and ‘Public-Planet
Partnerships’, which is a framework that facilitates mutually beneficial collaborations between humans and the rest of the
natural world. Tariq is among the first 100 people in the world to complete a specialization in the field of Biomimicry. As an
educator at heart, Tariq has conducted sustainability workshops across six continents, is a certified Ubuntu Peer Peace
Coach, and has served as a co-chair of UNESCO’s Global Action Program on Education for Sustainable Development
Partner Network. Tariq currently serves on the Global Advisory Council of the Global Shapers Community - an initiative of
the World Economic Forum.

Victoria Rubanovich
Global Shaper, Moscow Hub, Russian Federation
Digital Producer, E-learning in the Internet of Things and Innovation. Victoria is inspired by seeing how education and
technology aligned together transform lives, economies and continents. She spent 5 years working in education technology
and at non-profits aimed at providing equal opportunities through learning. Victoria engaged around 200 000 young people
around the world in social entrepreneurship while working at Youth Service America (a 30-year-old for-purpose organization
educating youth on leadership skills through social involvement), organized 3 global education technology conferences
attended by 300 000 people in total and led the development of online learning in the Internet of Things and other
emerging technologies. Victoria speaks 5 languages and has lived in 5 different countries across 4 continents.

Wanjuhi Njoroge
Global Shaper, Nairobi Hub, Kenya
Wanjuhi is the Founder of People Planet Africa, a Social Enterprise involved in Sustainability and Inclusive Development that
incorporates rural communities which constitute 70% of Africa’s population. She has gained extensive experience working
with rural communities particularly those living around forests, assisting government agencies and organizations
incorporate sustainability into their businesses thus increasing their positive impact and profit. Wanjuhi ran one of the
biggest campaigns in Kenya in 2018 dubbed #SaveOurForestsKE which led to a total ban on forest harvesting and policy
change. Her work has earned her the prestigious Top 40 under 40 Woman Award in Kenya.

Yan Shuo
Global Shaper, Dalian Hub, People’s Republic of China
Yan Shuo (Eason) currently works as Managing Director of Wanda Innovation Accelerator (WIA) at Wanda Group. Eason
focuses on eight innovative sectors: New retail, AI, BigData, IoT, AR/VR/MR, ToB Enterprise solutions, IT infrastructure and
BIM. By leveraging on Wanda’s massive commercial off-line scenarios such as Wanda plazas, Wanda Cinemas, Wanda
Kidsplace, Wanda hotels, and Wanda entertainment theme parks, WIA provides a free open platform and makes it
accessible to universities, research institutions and start-up companies worldwide, aiming to accelerate new consumer
technologies and services with great potential. Eason was the general manager of strategic development department of
Wanda Internet and technology group. Prior joining Wanda, Eason works as a partner of Cinaport Capital Inc., a boutique
investment bank in Canada. Eason holds an MBA from Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto.

Yannick Heiniger
Global Shaper, Geneva Hub, Switzerland
For the past seven years, Yannick Heiniger has been acting as a match maker between the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) and a range of different stakeholders. First, as part of the Corporate Partnership team, and now as part
of the Office for Digital Transformation and Data, Yannick’s mission is to enable access to the network, skills and resources
of an ecosystem of partners, including governments, private companies and academia’s. His passion is to influence the
debate and practices of a range of actors by promoting a responsible approach to the use of new technologies in
humanitarian action and the exploration of new collaboration models. Before joining the ICRC, Yannick worked for the
United Nations Institute for Training and Research, the Swiss Ministry of Foreign Affairs in New York and Washington, and
in a food-security project in the Great Lakes with Food for the Hungry International.

